DO YOU WANT THE BEST TORQUE WRENCH AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE?
THIS IS THE ONE!

- Accuracy of ±3% of reading exceeds all international standards for torque wrenches.
- Every wrench is supplied with a calibration certificate to satisfy the requirements of ISO 9000:2000.
- Ergonomic new handle with a high proportion of soft-feel, high grip material.
- Handle material and lens resist all chemicals in common industrial use.
- Unmistakable click is heard and felt when set torque is reached.
- Secure push/pull locking mechanism is quick and intuitive to use and prevents accidental adjustment.
- High quality, reversible ratchets allow work in confined areas.
- The square drive features a finger grip on the top (‘mushroom’ head) that assists with running down the nut until resistance is met.
- Large scale window and long scale length for great visibility and accurate setting.
- Dual Scale ft-lbs or Nm (Newton meters) avoids conversion errors.
- Unique on a torque wrench, the TimeStrip® gives a visual indication that the wrench is due for re-calibration.
- Supplied in a molded plastic carrying case for protection.

ALL WRENCHES SUPPLIED IN A MOLDED PLASTIC CASE FOR PROTECTION.